MPS represents a heterogeneous group of inherited lysosomal storage disorders characterized by defective degradation of long-chain complex carbohydrates, called GAGs. To date, 11 distinct types of MPS have been described, each one as the result of deficient enzymatic activity of a specific lysosomal hydrolase. In each disease, the primary enzyme deficiency results in the accumulation of partially degraded GAGs within the lysosomes of various cell types, leading to progressive multisystem involvement. The clinical manifestations are diverse, including short stature and skeletal deformities, hepatosplenomegaly, hernias, and coarse facial features, whereas a different involvement of cardiovascular, respiratory, and CNS is observed in each type.

In relation to neurologic involvement, symptoms vary widely, both in frequency and severity, among different types of MPS and individuals with each type of the disease. Intellectual impairment is a prominent feature in patients with MPS III and severe forms of MPS I, II, and VII, while normal cognition is retained in other types of the disease. The reason for this heterogeneity is not fully understood, especially because existing neuropathologic studies suggest neuron abnormalities even in patients in whom the CNS is not involved. Both the central and peripheral nervous system may be affected. The most common findings consistent with CNS involvement are mental retardation, hydrocephalus, progressive spasticity, seizures, cerebral infarction, ataxia, cervical cord compression and myelopathy, sleep apnea, optic atrophy, hearing impairment, and hyperactivity with aggressive behavior. Carpal and tarsal tunnel syndromes represent the most common features of peripheral nervous system impairment.

The introduction of ERT along with potentially new therapeutic regimens aimed at the neurologic manifestations of MPS underlined the great need to identify reliable markers for predicting the outcome and monitoring CNS progression. Thus, neuroimaging studies are of great importance because CNS involvement has to be diagnosed early and carefully followed up to prevent serious complications.

Following a brief introduction about the findings in neuropathologic and CT neuroimaging studies, this article provides an overview of brain and spinal MR imaging features in patients with MPS. The existing literature in relation to the physiopathologic mechanisms leading to those specific deformities, the correlation of MR imaging features with the severity of neurologic involvement, and the effect of different treatment options at the progression of MR imaging findings is also discussed along with the description of neuroimaging findings. Finally, recent data concerning MR spectroscopy studies in MPS are also critically discussed.

Neuropathologic and CT Neuroimaging Studies
CNS involvement in patients with MPS remains a critical issue. Neuropathologic studies with postmortem examinations revealed various brain and spinal deformities such as hydrocephalus, leptomeningeal thickening, and cavitary changes in the subcortical white matter with expanded, fluid-filled perivascular spaces, spinal stenosis, and cord compression. The first neuroradiologic studies in MPS were performed with the use of x-ray CT and led to the identification of nonspecific imaging features, most prominent of which were the demonstration of low-attenuation white matter areas and the presence of perivascular spaces and subarachnoid space dilatation.

The identification of white matter changes in the brain of patients with MPS led to the first MR imaging studies, because this imaging technique is undoubtedly the most sensitive method and represents, currently, the primary imaging technique for the detection of brain and spinal abnormalities in patients with MPS.
The MR Imaging Era

Cranial and spinal MR imaging revealed a broad spectrum of changes in patients with MPS. The most prominent brain features, in almost all types of the disease, are white and gray matter changes, ventriculomegaly and hydrocephalus, cortical atrophy, and enlargement of the PVS, while in spinal neuro-imaging, canal stenosis, cord compression, and myelopathy are usually present. The Table provides an overview of the most frequent MR imaging abnormalities according to disease type.

Although such findings have been described for >30 years, the evidence available was based mostly in case reports and small series of patients with MPS. Currently, it is widely accepted that MR imaging has significantly contributed to recent progress in the diagnostic work-up of these diseases and that it can be an extremely useful tool for monitoring the pathologic progression of patients with MPS.

Brain MR Imaging Findings

White and Gray Matter Signal-Intensity Abnormalities

Signal-intensity abnormalities in the brain parenchyma represent a constant neuroimaging feature (Figs 1–4). Nevertheless, the frequency, magnitude, and time of occurrence of WMA are variable in the different forms of MPS. Those changes are prominent in MPS I, II, IIIA, IIIB, IIID, and VII, whereas in MPS IV and VI, they are found to a lesser extent and may not become apparent until adulthood.

WMA mainly consist of diffuse or focal areas of prolonged T1 and T2 relaxation times. These intensity changes are usually diffuse in patients with MPS III, while they are patchily distributed in other types of MPS. The most commonly affected region is the periventricular white matter, though signal-intensity abnormalities may appear in all parts of the cerebrum, affecting various brain lobes and subcortical regions. Concerning deep gray matter signal-intensity abnormalities, changes have been described in the region of the basal ganglia. As a result of T2-weighted images showing abnormally high signal intensity, diminished contrast between the cerebral cortex and underlying white matter is usually demonstrated.

A unique imaging feature in the brain of patients with MPS is the “honeycomb-like” appearance in the basal ganglia and thalami. It was first described by Shimoda-Matsubayashi et al25 in a 44-year-old patient with MPS II who exhibited patchy areas of increased and decreased signals in T1- and T2-weighted images in the above-mentioned brain regions. Apart from MPS II, this finding was also described in patients with MPS I and IIIB.

The pathophysiologic mechanisms causing MR imaging signal-intensity alterations are not fully understood. Nevertheless, diffuse WMA and “honeycomb-like” appearance might be indicative of a process that leads to changes characterized by the accumulation of GAGs and gangliosides in neu-
rons and astrocytes, leading to neuronal loss, gliosis, delayed myelination, or/and demyelination. Among other theories, increase of fluid content in the PVS and lacunar infarctions have been proposed.

Brain Lesions and Enlarged PVS

One of the most common abnormalities found in patients with MPS are the cystic lesions that correspond to enlargement of Virchow-Robin PVS (Figs 1, 2, 4, and 5). These sharply defined foci demonstrate a high signal intensity, isoointense to CSF on T2-weighted and FLAIR images, and low signal intensity on T1-weighted images, which result in the so-called “cribriform” or “spindle-like” MR imaging changes. Although prominent in most patients with MPS, this feature is nonspecific because it was found in numerous pathologic conditions and healthy subjects as well. Enlarged PVS have been described so far in MPS I, II, IIIA, IIIB, IIID, IVA, and VI.

In general, children with MPS I and II show the most profound enlargement of PVS, giving rise to a “sieve-like” appearance. In relation to their localization, cystic lesions tend to be linear, varying from patchy to diffuse, and affect most brain parts, with periventricular white matter being the most common, followed by the corpus callosum (Fig 5), basal ganglia, subcortical white matter, thalami (Fig 4), and brainstem. In most, dilated PVS range from 2 to 8 mm in diameter, though giant cavitory lesions of 1.5 cm in the brain MR imaging of 1 patient with Hurler-Scheie syndrome were also described in the literature.

The cystic areas on MR imaging most likely correspond to perivascular expanded fluid spaces, first described as a neuropathologic autopsy sign by Dekaban and Constantopoulos. The presence of cribriform changes as one of the earliest lesions of the white matter in young patients mostly led to the notion that these might be present only for a short time, followed by WMA and atrophy; thus, these are possibly related to the rate and specificity of glycolipid storage in the neurons. Present data do not clarify the physiopathologic mechanisms responsible for the formation of cystic lesions, and there are currently 2 main explanatory theories. Parsons et al first hypothesized that these areas are formed due to GAG storage around the vessels. This notion is supported by the fact that enlarged PVS were not present in all patients with MPS, though GAG storage was always present, regardless of disease type. Almost 10 years later, Mathews et al hypothesized that PVS dilation may reflect impairment of CSF reabsorption due to mucopolysaccharide deposits in the leptomeninges. This theory is currently gaining ground, and it is nowadays believed that enlarged PVS might represent a sensitive biomarker showing abnormal CSF circulation.

Hydrocephalus and Ventricular Enlargement

Communicating hydrocephalus is a well-recognized feature that occurs in most MPS types. It is usually only slowly progressive, with enlargement of subarachnoid and ventricular spaces representing its main neuroradiologic findings. In general, ventricular enlargement is considered a common feature in MPS (Figs 1–3). MPS I, II, IIIA, IIIB, IIID, IVA, and IVA show marked ventriculomegaly, whereas in types IIIA, IIIIB, IIID, IVA, and IVA, the ventricles are only slightly enlarged.
ventricle enlargement is less frequent. Manara et al \(^{22}\) recently showed that all patients with Hunter syndrome in their study had ventriculomegaly. The third and lateral ventricles are usually involved, \(^{1,2}\) though there are cases in which enlargement of the entire ventricular system was observed. \(^{17}\)

In relation to the origin of ventriculomegaly, most authors agree that it is the combined result of cerebral atrophy secondary to neurologic degeneration, venous hypertension, and defective CSF reabsorption. \(^{1,2}\) In the case of hydrocephalus, most authors agree that the deposition of storage material in the meninges may impair the function of pachionian granulations and lead to abnormal CSF reabsorption and finally communicating hydrocephalus. \(^{15,34}\) Stöckler et al \(^{43}\) described the case of a 19-month-old patient with Hurler-Scheie syndrome who developed high-pressure hydrocephalus as a complication of an intracranial tumor. To our knowledge, this is the only report of a brain tumor in a patient with MPS.

In addition to ventriculomegaly, enlarged subarachnoid spaces represent a prominent feature of most MPS types, especially I and II. \(^{11,12,36}\) These spaces are usually found in the sella turcica, middle cranial, and posterior fossa, and around the optic nerves; because they are combined with ventricle enlargement, abnormal CSF reabsorption is considered to be the causative physiopathologic mechanism. \(^{12}\)

**Atrophic Changes**

Differentiation between communicating hydrocephalus and brain atrophy is a demanding task because both conditions share common clinical and neuroradiologic features (enlarged ventricular and subarachnoid spaces). This is actually the reason that some authors merged data regarding those 2 situations and considered them as one. \(^{22}\) Nevertheless, Lee et al \(^{10}\) defined cerebral atrophy as the presence of dilated brain sulci. It represents one of the most prevalent MR imaging features in patients with MPS II \(^{12,18,20-22,24,26}\) and IIIB, \(^{18,21,28,40,41}\) while it is also described in MPS I, \(^{11,12,21,43}\) IIIA, \(^{39,42}\) IIID, \(^{29}\) and VI. \(^{21}\) Cerebral atrophy is predominantly cortical and diffuse \(^{16}\) (Figs 1–4) and may be symmetric or asymmetric. \(^{12,26}\) In relation to the asymmetry, no explanation is currently valid. Matheus et al \(^{13}\) hypothesized that it may be the result of irregular GAG storage or reabsorption of the CSF. The pathophysiology of brain atrophy remains unclear. It is probably the result of neuronal death and gliosis induced by the accumulation of mucopolysaccharides, \(^{16}\) though other theories such as microglial activation, enlargement of CSF spaces, ectopic dendritogenesis, and neuroaxonal dystrophy have been proposed. \(^{20,46,47}\)

Apart from cerebral atrophy, corpus callosum thinning was also described in patients with MPS I, \(^{19}\) II, \(^{19}\) IIIA, \(^{38,39}\) IIIB, \(^{28,41}\) and VI, \(^{19}\) most probably as a result of ventricular dilation and enlarged PVS within this brain structure. Finally, cerebellar atrophy was found in 2 patients with MPS I \(^{14}\) and IIIB. \(^{40}\)

**Posterior Fossa Abnormalities**

Patients with MPS have also been described as having abnormal MR imaging features concerning the area of the posterior cranial fossa. The most common among these findings is the presence of a mega cisterna magna (Fig 5), which is frequent in patients with MPS II \(^{18,20,22,27}\) and has been also reported in MPS I and IIIB. \(^{18}\) Lee et al \(^{10}\) first described, in their cohort of patients, intracranial arachnoid cysts. Posterior fossa arachnoid cysts and mega cisterna magna represent CSF-filled spaces of unknown etiology, though splitting or duplication of the arachnoid matter, brain structure agenesis, and disturbances of CSF circulation represent the most predominant explanatory theories. \(^{48,49}\) A small posterior fossa has been described in MPS II. \(^{22}\)

Concerning the cerebellum, white matter changes were demonstrated in MPS IIIB, \(^{28}\) and I, \(^{17}\) while finally, Chiari I malformation was reported in patients with MPS II (Fig 6). \(^{22}\)

**Other Brain MR Imaging Findings**

Apart from the above-mentioned abnormalities, there are also case descriptions of less frequent or unique MR imaging features. One finding described in several patients with MPS is the presence of pituitary sella abnormalities, found in MPS I, \(^{17,42}\) II, \(^{18,20,22}\) IIIA, \(^{38,45}\) IV, \(^{50}\) and VI. \(^{16,31}\) Different variations have been demonstrated with the sella being small \(^{38}\) or enlarged, \(^{17}\) with ski-shoe, \(^{42}\) J, \(^{20,22,31}\) or omega shape, \(^{17,22}\) while frequently found was an empty sella appearance. \(^{18,31,50}\) Those abnormalities have been associated with growth hormone deficiency. \(^{35}\) Although the cause of pituitary sella abnormalities is not yet established, Wilson et al \(^{51}\) have demonstrated a dysfunction of bone maturation in an MPS animal model, which may account for the above-mentioned skull deformities. Moreover, an enlarged pituitary gland was found in a child with MPS IIIA who had precocious puberty. \(^{45}\)

Another interesting MR imaging study was performed in a child with MPS I. \(^{51}\) Barone et al \(^{11}\) described the case of a patient with Hurler-Scheie syndrome who had WMA that gradually progressed and affected the U-fibers, giving rise to a pattern that is typical of leukodystrophies. Finally, other MR imaging features described in various case reports and small case series are extreme dilation of the venous sinuses and
thickening of the diploe in MPS IIIB (Fig 4), optic canal stenosis and optic nerve atrophy in MPS VI, unilateral subdural hematoma in MPS II, and IIII due to cerebral vasculopathy, and pseudotumor cerebri in MPS IV, as demonstrated by the elevated intracranial pressure with normal-sized ventricles.

**Spinal MR Imaging Findings**

**Cranio cervical Junction Abnormalities**

Spinal abnormalities account for a high portion of neurologic manifestations, especially in the types of the disease in which the CNS is not involved and patients maintain a normal intellect. Such manifestations are exercise intolerance, limb weakness, apnea, spastic quadriparesis, and hemiparesis, and sudden death can usually occur following minor trauma. The most common cranio cervical junction MR imaging features are spinal stenosis, compressive myelopathy, odontoid dysplasia, atlantoaxial instability, and dural thickening.

Compromise of the central canal and spinal cord (Fig 6) with or without signs of compressive myelopathy is not an uncommon feature in patients with MPS and may even be the first sign leading to disease diagnosis. It represents a prominent finding in MPS IV, VI, and I, and cases of MPS II, IIIA, and VII have also been described. MR images show abnormal signal intensity at the level of myelopathy, usually in the cervical area, and the thoracolumbar region can be also affected. Mut et al described the case of an 18-year-old male patient with Maroteaux-Lamy syndrome who exhibited multilevel myelopathy affecting both cervical and thoracolumbar spinal regions. Spinal cord compression is believed to be multifactorial, but there are 2 main proposed pathophysiologic mechanisms. The first is related to GAG deposition and infiltration of surrounding tissues and especially the dura mater by a soft-tissue mass. This mass is typically iso- or hypointense on T1- and hypointense on T2-weighted images. MPS IV, VI, and I show a high propensity for dural thickening, while this finding has also been described to a lesser extent in patients with MPS II. The second mechanism proposes vertebral anomalies leading to deformities and atlantoaxial instability due to dysfunction of the odontoid process as etiologic mechanism for cord compression. Odontoid abnormalities can vary from complete aplasia to varying degrees of hypoplasia, and have been described mostly in patients with MPS IV, VI, and I. Using MR imaging to screen patients with MPS for evidence of spinal cord compression is critical and can be very helpful in optimizing the time for surgical intervention because those patients have significant problems related to intubation and show high rates of mortality due to upper respiratory passage abnormalities.

Apart from the above-mentioned spinal MR imaging abnormalities, Hite et al described the case of a patient with Maroteaux-Lamy who developed holocord syringomyelia; in another case description, signal-intensity changes within the cervical cord were demonstrated, though the authors were not able to clarify whether this finding represented sites of GAG storage or demyelination. Finally, Samoa et al described the case of a 10-year-old patient with MPS IIIB who demonstrated hemiatrophy of the spinal cord.

**Vertebral and Disk Abnormalities**

One of the most common manifestations in MPS is dysostosis multiplex, and patients exhibit various degrees of bone and joint involvement, mostly due to GAG deposition and dysfunction of bone maturation. Thus, spinal MR imaging demonstrates various abnormalities concerning the vertebral bodies and intersomatic disks (Fig 6). Characteristic features are platyspondyilia, and bullet shape and beaking of vertebrae, while disks were described as dehydrated.

**MR Spectroscopy**

MR spectroscopy represents an objective diagnostic tool, which determines the concentration of brain metabolites and is able to provide possible correlations between those compounds and the underlying neuronal damage. It has recently become an additional tool in the evaluation of neurologic involvement in patients with MPS, and numerous studies have proposed the use of MR spectroscopy metabolite alterations as biomarkers demonstrating disease severity. A decade ago, Takahashi et al, by using MR spectroscopy, found a resonance that was higher than that of myo-inositol and correlated this finding with in vitro GAG accumulation. Additionally, they have shown an elevation in the choline/creatine ratio in white matter lesions, speculating that this finding was the result of myelin damage, increased glial proliferation, or elevated cell membrane synthesis. An important issue addressed in their work, as well as in the experiments of Vedolin et al, was whether MR spectroscopic alterations could represent a possible biomarker of cognitive impairment in patients with MPS. The latter research group has found that cognitively impaired patients demonstrate a higher myo-inositol/creatine ratio, hypothesizing that this MR spectroscopic finding is due to GAG accumulation, increased astrocyte cell volume, or altered glial metabolism.

Their data have been confirmed and further extended by Davison et al in a cohort of patients with MPS II. Decreased N-acetylaspartate, total choline and glutamate in the white matter, and an elevation of myo-inositol were the main findings. Additionally, they have shown an alteration in N-acetylaspartate concentration with disease duration, providing evidence that MR spectroscopy could be used as a monitoring tool demonstrating progressive neurologic impairment. Nevertheless, these data were not confirmed in another study, in which metabolite ratios examined by MR spectroscopy did not show any correlation with disease duration, age of patients, and biochemical findings of urinary GAG excretion and enzymatic activity. In summary, all the above data demonstrate that MR spectroscopy could represent an adjunct to MR imaging in the evaluation of neurologic involvement, though more confirming studies are needed.

**Additional MR Imaging Techniques**

Apart from conventional techniques, advanced MR imaging approaches such as DTI have been used recently, and there is an early experience that should be mentioned. Those images usually demonstrate iso- or faint hypointensity within the white matter, which represents sites of dysmyelination and low-grade demyelination, with no sites of hypersignal, which could suggest myelin edema. Diffusion coefficient and anisotropy remained within the normal range, and this method might be
proved of great importance in the differentiation among white matter lesions observed in various diseases. Sener has recently studied DTI patterns in 34 patients with various metabolic and toxic brain disorders. Among them, there were 2 patients with MPS who showed an elevated diffusion pattern, suggesting that this finding corresponds to disintegration of the brain tissue.

To the best of our knowledge, no studies concerning functional MR imaging findings in patients with MPS have been reported.

Clinical Aspects of MR Imaging Findings in MPS
A critical issue of brain and spinal MR imaging findings in patients with MPS is whether they keep up with the pace of both phenotype and disease progression. Several studies deal with the correlation of neuroimaging features with the presence of cognitive impairment; however, the relationship between these is rather controversial. Many researchers came to the conclusion that the presence and extension of imaging abnormalities do not correspond to the severity of mental retardation. This lack of correlation was consistent for WMA, enlargement of the PVS, cerebral atrophy, and ventriculomegaly. On the other hand, a significant number of studies did find more severe neuroimaging abnormalities in patients with impaired cognitive profiles. In most of these studies, differences were usually attributed to the inclusion of patients of various MPS types, which were regarded as a unique study group, and the differences could probably be resolved with the use of a more detailed scoring tool. Fan et al were the first to use quantitative volumetric methods to differentiate MPS II patients with and without mental retardation. They found that patients with cognitive impairment exhibit decreased brain tissue and increased lateral ventricle size expressed by a fraction of the intracranial volume. Recent data have shown a significant correlation between the extent of WMA, third ventricle enlargement, and occipital hyperostosis and the presence of mental retardation, whereas a mega cisterna magna was associated with the attenuated phenotype of patients with MPS II.

In relation to the effect of disease progression on brain and spinal MR imaging abnormalities, several authors have demonstrated that the most common neuroimaging features, such as WMA, atrophy, ventricular enlargement, honeycomb-like appearance, and spinal stenosis follow a trend of worsening with increasing age, whereas others described the same features as age-independent factors, showing no correlation with disease duration. Aiming to investigate the influence of aging on MR imaging findings, Vedolin et al used automated and semiautomated segmentation tools in the study of MR imaging findings in a large cohort of patients with MPS, measuring the normalized cerebral volume, CSF volume, ventricular volume, and lesion load. They found that patients with longer disease duration exhibit more pronounced white matter lesions and excessive atrophy. Also, they tried to correlate neuroimaging findings with biochemical markers of the disease, such as enzyme levels and urinary GAG excretion, but no association was found. Finally, Manara et al have shown a positive correlation between age and dural thickening, while sella deformities and odontoid hypoplasia were inversely related to disease duration.

A matter of great significance is whether the presence of described abnormalities correlates with the existence of other MR imaging features. This is really important because possible associations could exhibit common physiopathologic mechanisms or, on the other hand, an independent course of neuroimaging findings. Lee et al first observed that cribriform changes were inversely correlated with the gravity of WMA, cerebral atrophy, and ventriculomegaly. In relation to WMA, Murata et al have shown that this feature is related to PVS enlargement. Finally, present data demonstrated that the occurrence of a mega cisterna magna does not correlate with the presence of enlarged ventricles and subarachnoid spaces, whereas regarding spinal deformities, no association could be proved between the severity of odontoid hypoplasia and the presence of canal stenosis or dura thickening.

Effect of Therapeutic Regimens in MR Imaging Findings
The management of MPS is really challenging, and currently there are few therapeutic options aiming to correct the enzyme deficiency. Among these, HSCT and ERT represent the most commonly used, and existing data show a controversial impact of those treatment modalities on brain and spinal MR imaging findings.

In relation to HSCT, there have been studies showing a significant improvement of brain MR imaging features with regression of lesions and WMA following successful engraftment. Those alterations were also accompanied by favorable neurologic outcome. In addition, although it is widely accepted that HSCT has limited or no effect on skeletal manifestations of the disease, current research has shown that odontoid dysplasia can be normalized with the use of this treatment technique. On the other hand, there are existing data showing that the efficacy of this treatment option is insufficient for both brain and spinal MR imaging features, with progression of neuroimaging findings with time.

ERT is currently available for MPS I, II, and VI and has been shown to improve cardinal signs of the disease, such as hepatosplenomegaly, urinary GAG excretion, respiratory function, and joint and cardiovascular involvement. Nevertheless, because the nervous system, due to the existence of the BBB, is considered “impermeable” to the intravenous administration of enzymes, ERT is not expected to improve neurologic manifestations. Yet, limited data show that even the CNS seems to be improved after the administration of ERT. Wang et al first showed that ERT can reverse or stabilize neuroimaging findings, and they raised important questions in relation to the efficacy of this treatment option on the CNS. The same authors proposed, as possible mechanisms for the improvement of MR imaging features, the correction of CSF dynamics, the repair and reduction of GAG accumulation through the BBB, the suppression of inflammation, and finally the possible penetration of the BBB from the administered enzyme, which reverses MR imaging features but not neurologic symptoms. More researchers further supported the same notion because they demonstrated improvement of neuroradiologic features. Nevertheless, other studies have shown a worsening of brain and spinal MR imaging findings despite ERT introduction, implying that neurologic MR imaging alterations, even at...
the level of structures without the BBB, are difficult to reverse once they have occurred.22,68

As an alternative to direct enzymes into the brain and reverse neuroimaging features, the application of ERT via intrathecal administration was used in 2 patients with MPS I$^73$ and VI.$^74$ Follow-up MR imaging studies showed no worsening of WMA and spinal cord compression in the first patient; yet, intrathecal administration of the enzyme in the second patient led to generalized hypotonia, probably due to reduction of GAG storage and revelation of the instability of the cervical vertebrae.

The above data underline the supposition that MR imaging could probably represent a valuable tool in the assessment of the efficacy of various treatment options and could provide reliable markers to estimate neurologic disease burden.

Conclusions

Brain and spinal MR imaging represent important tools in the diagnostic work-up of MPS. The demonstration of signal-intensity abnormalities, enlargement of the PVS, ventriculomegaly, atrophy, and cord compression is a prominent feature in almost all types of the disease. Nevertheless, these abnormalities are nonspecific and have been described in numerous neurologic conditions, static or degenerative. Thus, more systematic studies are needed to evaluate thoroughly the spectrum of MR imaging findings and to correlate these with currently used clinical and biochemical markers of MPS. This could also help in delineating the nature of the described alterations, a matter of great debate, and finally in highlighting the use of MR imaging as a marker of greater predictive value for neurologic outcome, thus enabling a better understanding of the etiopathologic mechanisms of this complex group of syndromes. Accordingly, the application of a MR imaging protocol for the evaluation of the progress of brain and spinal abnormalities by all health care professionals in the same manner could be of extreme importance in monitoring the effect of different therapeutic regimens.
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